Roll up, Roll up for the Art Circus By Mark Patterson Nottingham Evening Post - 30 July 2003
Forget the confusing Toy and Dismantle title; there’s a party going on at Nottingham’s Angel Row Gallery tonight. Or is it really an art-circus, since the events include rock throwing, toy car painting, puppets and a mass tooting of toy musical instruments? And that’s just for starters.
For the next month, in fact, the municipal Angel Row Gallery (which one is tempted to describe as “usually quiet”, except for the fact that it isn’t) will be turned into an arena for a wide variety of playful artistic happenings and installations which borrow more from carnival than exhibition.
The people behind the revolving show is Reactor, a nine-strong team of Nottingham Trent fine art graduates who formerly inhabited Gaze and Aldaran, two neighbouring artistic studios in Ilkeston Road.
When the landlord refused to renew the rent contract on the basis that their building was due to be developed, the artists moved out and became Reactor. So far, they’ve specialised in multi-day artistic events where the focus is much on visitor participation and breaking down barriers between creator and consumer.
The new show extends the theme. Throughout August, visitors to Angel Row will enter a staged, scaffolded area supporting and surrounding a strange array of goings-on. There is, for example, the Smash It Up stall where one can thrown tastefully decorated rocks at a gallery of plaster masks including Minnie Mouse and Uncle Sam. The rocks, by the way, are decorated by Jon Burgerman, one of Nottingham’s up-and-coming graphic artists — so hang on to those souvenir pebbles, kids.
Elsewhere, paint will be pouring down guttering on to a racing track around which radio controlled cars will be racing. Need a puzzle? Re-arrange the picture tiles on the wall. Want to make sweet, sweet music? Have a go at the range of instruments, including the vacuum cleaner-trumpet. Need a rest? Relax in the grassed quiet area and take a drink from the fridge — as long as you can find the combination to open the fridge door lock.
So it goes on. And, as the days of August tick by, Reactor’s artists will be adding new events so that visitors are encouraged to come back and try something new. There’s even a special “passport" which allows you to take some of the show home with you if you visit three times.
Reactor’s spokesman, 24-year-old Niki Russell, also explains: “You can take a piece and we can arrange for you to pick it up somewhere in town via your mobile phone. So there’s an extra responsibility if you decide to adopt part of the show.”
This last arrangement points to some of the themes underlying the playfulness of Reactor’s activities: audience participation in the work they see and so help create, their responsibility to that work and an unspoken debate about when and if art can be defined as ever being complete. All the bread-and-butter, needless to say, of contemporary art discourse, albeit matters which were also raised by those wacky funster Dadaists as far back as the time of the First World War.
Reactor’s activities, says Niki, are also about demonstrating that viable provocative artistic activities can take place outside London — helping to democratise, in a sense, Britain’s London-centric artistic community. “We’re very interested in graduate-led activities,” he adds. “That’s another reason why a lot of graduates haven’t moved to London because it isn’t necessary for this kind of thing to happen there.”
I asked Niki if Reactor had, like any self-respecting pre-war art group, an artistic manifesto and he later emailed a lengthy “ethos” big on words like process, context, risk and inclusivity. It’s too long to quote in full, but ends: “To take an active rather than passive role in the work, in Reactor events we look to immerse an audience within an intimate environment where their participation determines how the event unfolds. From the moment they enter the space their direct involvement will form an integral part of the event.”
Doubters, of course, may well ask how throwing pebbles at Minnie Mouse qualifies as a worthy artistic statement. This column won’t argue that it is or it isn’t. But you may ask yourself, as you shatter one of Walt Disney’s icons, why you are doing so in a space labelled as an art gallery and how that differs from the last time you drifted reverentially and silently around the National Gallery. And after that, you can release your furrowed brow, take a drink (if you can find the combination number) and enjoy the best party in town tonight.

